
 

 

 

     

Instructions:  
 
Stamp Mimi design from “I heart you” stamp set onto watercolor paper and color the image using distress markers as follows: Face (vintage photo, tattered 

rose); Hair (antique linen, vintage photo); Heart shape (spun sugar, worn lipstick); Mimi’s clothes and bow (Spun sugar, worn lipstick, and pumice stone) and 

Silhouette (tumble glass). Add some white dots use white gel pens on the main image background, Mimi’s bows, heart balloon, Mimi’s collar, skirt and cheeks.  

Stamp 2 owls images from “I heart you” stamp set and color  with distress markers (vintage photo, tattered rose and worn lipstick). 

Create a 5.5” x 5.5” white card based. Cut the bottom part of the card using 51-136 stitched edges die to create the shape. 

Trim and layer a grey polka dot pattern paper slightly smaller than the card base. 

Layer another 5.95” x 4.2” white cardstock, centered vertically with 0.25” from the top edge and center another layer of 4.75” x 4” pattern paper (grey and pink 

motif). 

Adhere 2 pieces of small white doilies diagonally (top left and bottom right). Die cut 2 pcs of deco frame using pink cardstock and glue on top of the doilies. 

Die cut 6pcs of dancing leaves using green cardstock and adhere over the deco frame. 

Die cut the Mimi image with an oval die and add a coordinated oval scallop (using pink cardstock) from the back. Glue the image onto the card, centered 

vertically and aligned to the top edge of the pattern paper. 

Add mulberry roses on both sides of the image and 2 metal corner decorations on the top right and bottom left of the patterned paper. 

Apply glue along the oval edges of the image as well as the flowers and sprinkle some clear glitter. 

Die cut a “HUGS” banner from “hugs & kisses” die set from pink cardstock and adhere it just below the Mimi image.  

Fussy cut the colored owl images and adhere the owl on both edge of the HUGS banner use foam tape. 

Die cut 2 small butterflies from “flights of fancy” die set and adhere on the oval edges of Mimi image. 

Stamp sentiment “make a wish” and “wish big” on the bottom left and right card.  

Adhere mini pearls beside the two stamped sentiments and also on the 2 butterflies.  

Lastly, finish with some clear sequins below the trio flowers using glue.  

 

 

 

Lovely Layers Lady: Yenni Natalia 

Penny Black Products Used:  30-272 I Heart You, 30-283 

Snippets, 51-099 Hugs & Kisses, 51-132 Flights of Fancy, 51-016 

Dancing Leaves, 51-125 Deco Frame, 51-136 Stitched Edges, 80-008 

Gentle Whisper 

Additional Products: 300gsm watercolor paper, Versafine Onyx 

Black ink, Tim Holtz Distress Markers, white gel pens, doilies, ranger 

distress edge, decorative metal corners, foam tapes, clear sequins, 

mulberry flowers, mini white pearls, chunky glitters, pink, green and 

white cardstock 

 

 

 

 

 


